
Rubble Puzzle
How to make 20 million m3 of debris disappear? 
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Rubble management options
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Trucking?
or recycling?



Either one needs to be a collective effort…
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…because we can ’t build here!
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Rubble trucking
20 million cubic meters = ≥ 4 years to clear = 858 million USD

Drawbacks

� land tenure
� debris ownership 
and permission to 
move it
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move it
� lack of suitable 
dump sites
� access to affected 
areas
� fragile road network
� air and noise 
pollution
� limited access to 
heavy equipment 



Rubble recycling and utilization on -site

provides solutions to rubble trucking drawbacks

+

� minimizes transport costs

� minimizes exploitation of hill slopes and river streams

� lowers the demand for dump sites
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� lowers the demand for dump sites

� creates jobs (CFW and/or micro-enterprises including 
accounting, business administration, logistics, etc.)

� builds up capacity (recycling mechanisms, safe construction 
techniques, entrepreneurship)



� the base material for traditional building components 
(e. g. concrete blocks and pressed bricks)

Waste to value!
a change of perspective

Rubble is…
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� the base material for non-structural components 
(e.g. plaster, flooring, tie-down pads) and infrastructure elements
(e. g. paths, drainage, etc.)

� infill for gabions used for a “core” house design



� Base material for traditional building components 
(e. g. concrete blocks and pressed bricks)

* in cooperation with HAYTRAC, Unibank and Cemex

� import manual crushing machines
� supply screens
� provide training on improved construction techniques 
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� provide training on improved construction techniques 
soon to be reinforced with training on the manufacture of 
rubble-derived building products
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Crusher   2750 USD/unit



How does it work?

� With the use of a large sledge-
hammer the rubble is broken into 
pieces smaller than 150mm x 
150mm.

� In a crusher these are further broken 
to about 40mm. This material is 
suitable for drains, roads and 
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suitable for drains, roads and 
foundations. 

= 20 USD/m3 for most aggregate products incl. 
delivery.

A team of 3-5 people can produce 5 m3/day.



How does it work?

� The rubble can be further broken into 
smaller sizes:

*25 mm (suitable for concrete)
*12 mm (plaster and grout)
*6 mm (architectural finishes)

= 25-30 USD/m3 for most sand and gravel 
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= 25-30 USD/m3 for most sand and gravel 
products incl. delivery.

�It is advisable that several crushers work at one site at 
the same time to produce a variety of construction 
materials.

A team of 3-5 
people can produce 
1 m3/day. 
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Screen



How does it work?

� hand-operated
� changeable mesh size

*5 mm (sand)
*8 mm (concrete blocks)
*20 mm (concrete)
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Concrete bricks

� tested at 300 psi
� recommended 500 psi

� new tests to be performed after the 
removal of fines which are suspected to 
neutralize the cement
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Pressed blocks

� stabilized with cement
� likely to give higher compression test results because 
compacted under higher pressure and solid
� tests to be executed soon



� Base material for non-structural components

*plaster
*flooring
*tie-down pads
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� Base material for infrastructure elements
*paths using honeycomb webbing
*pre-moulded concrete drains



� Infill for gabions* used for a “core” house design

*wired baskets packed with rubble used to form cladding 
and structural support components

** Pilot house underway
in cooperation with
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Gabion house
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How is gabion house constructed?

� prefabricated 
wire cages 
(gabions) packed 

� foundation of 
compacted debris
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(gabions) packed 
with rubble and 
stacked in 
stretcher bond

� window and door frames fixed using gringo blocks
(wooden blocks anchored into gabions)



How is gabion house constructed?

� flat iron strapping embedded under the concrete at the
bottom is brought up over the gabions and screwed to
the top plate

� top plate sits on a reinforced concrete bond beam and
is anchored by this strapping and bolted to the bond
beam
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beam

� finished walls are plastered both sides and up to the
underside of the corrugated iron roofing using sand
made from crushed rubble

� floor made of compacted rubble topped with concrete
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Why a gabion house?

� seismic resistance

� hurricane resistance

� thermal moderation
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� thermal moderation

� utilizes on-site labour and materials


